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On Distributive Sublattices of a Lattice*)
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In his note [1], B. J6nsson gave a necessary and sufficient condition
that the sublattice generated by a subset H of a modular lattice should
be distributive. This condition can be proved to be equivalent to the
statement that (a N c) tJ (b N c) (a U b) N c for any a, b, c in HI, where H
consists of all elements which can be written as a finite join or a finite
meet of elements in H. The main purpose of this paper is to prove
that in order for the sublattice generated by a subset H of a lattice to
be distributive it is a necessary and sufficient condition that (aNc)U(bNc)
--(a U b) N c for any a, b, c in H., where H2 consists of all elements which
can be written as a finite join or a finite meet of elements in H.

Let (H} be a sublattice generated by a nonempty subset H of a lat-
tice L. The finite join

__
x, of elements x, x, ..., x in H is called

a U-element in (H}. The set of all tJ-elements in (H} is denoted by
Ho and dually the set of all N-elements in (H} by H. One of U- or
N-elements in (H} is said to be a 1st-element in (H}, and the set of all
1st-elements in (H} is denoted by H. The finite join = x, of N-
elements x, x2, ..., x in (H} is called a U N-element in (H}. The set
of all U N-elements in (H} is denoted by Ho and dually the set of all
N U-elements in (H} by H. One of U N- or N U-elements in (H} is
said to be a 2nd-element in (H}, and the set of all 2nd-elements in
is denoted by H.

Two modular laws will be denoted by
/2" (a N c) U (b N c)-- ((a N c) U b) N c, and
/*" (a U c) N (b U c)--((a U c) N b) U c.
Four distributive laws will be denoted by

" (aNc) U(bnc)-(aUb)nc,
#*" (aUc) N (b U c) (a N b) U c,
z/" U3=x (x, N y)=(U3-- x) N y, and

zl*" N2-- (x, U y)-(N,% x,) U y.

Theorem 1. Let (H) be the sublattice generated by a nonempty
subset H of a lattice L. In order that (H) be distributive it is neces-
sary and sufficient that 1 holds for any x, e H (i--1, 2,..., m) and any
y e Hn (or briefly holds for H), and fl and/2" hold for any a, b, c e H2
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